


All students who have opted for online
examination, without going into the reasons,
have been allowed to appear through online
mode.



Online and Offline Examinations 
are held simultaneously.

Offline mode Online mode



No change of mode allowed from online to offline or vice-
Versa.

One mode of examination be accepted either Online or
Offline throughout entire exam.



The pattern of question papers will remain the same
for online and offline appearing students.



The question paper will be emailed by the concerned Exam
Center to the students appearing online 5 to 10 minutes before
start of examinations.



The online appearing students can collect the answer sheets from 

their concerned college. The sealed envelope can not 
be open before start of examination.

The Schedule for delivery of answer sheets will be issued by the 
concerned college to their respective students (Regular and 
Reappear).



On exam day, the student to join online meeting with the invigilator 15 minutes
before start of exam.

Link of meeting will be sent on registered e-mail ID.

Student to open the seals of envelope and answer book in front of web camera.

Student to note down/ download the question paper in front of web camera.

Student to show each blank page of answer book on web camera

Permission & satisfaction of the invigilator is must.



The online appearing students have to attempt the questions on
answer sheet(s) to be provided by the concerned college (in which
student has been enrolled) in sealed envelope under the monitoring
though web camera.

Online monitoring through web camera throughout whole process.



Student need to sit keeping back towards mirror.

Laptop/Monitor screen to be visible in mirror.



During exam time, the student to keep the web camera and
microphone in “On mode”

No other person is allowed in the room.

No help from any study material is allowed.



University will provide a specially designed sticker with message "Nothing Written

Beyond This“.

Sticker to be pasted on the last page upto which student has attempted questions in

maximum allotted time.

Student has attempted the questions upto this 
position.



An envelope is provided along with a specially designed colored

sticker for the purpose of packing in the same envelope containing

your answer sheet.



Candidate shall follow the instructions of invigilator during the entire
duration failing which the invigilator can take appropriate action.

After completion of the writing work or maximum duration of the
examination the candidate shall put the sticker bearing message
“Nothing Written Beyond This”. On the page of answer script where
he/she has stopped writing.

The candidate shall put the answer script in the new envelope
provided by University and shall seal it and will put the bearing
message CONFIDENTIAL sticker on the tape. All this is to be done a
period of three hour duration. No extra time is allowed for sealing of
answer sheets. The sealing process is also required to be carried out
under web camera and is to be monitored by the invigilator.



The candidates residing in the radius of 10 KMs from the
designated exam centre are required to submit their answer
sheets on the same day within an hour to their respective exam
centre.

Otherwise answer sheets are to be sent through courier/speed
post addressed to Controller of Examinations, GJUST, Hisar-125001
on the same day within an hour.

Only those who are COVID-19 positive can also send answer sheet
by courier/speed post to Controller of Examinations, GJUST, Hisar-
125001.



If online examinations are held invalid by any
regulatory body like UGC, AICTE, Central/State
Govt. etc., University will re-conduct
examination for such candidates within the
duration of N+2 years only, with other
examinations.


